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West Wight Timebank November Newsletter 

Our AGM was held on Friday 30th 2020. 

Here are some extracts from the Chair’s report. 

During this, our second year of the Reaching Communities fund,  we have 

celebrated the West Wight Timebank’s 5th year , and we have  continued to  build 

our membership and time transactions to strengthen our West Wight Community, 

by sharing our strengths, skills and gifts with others. Our individual membership is 

95 this year (86 last year). 

Our organisational members have risen slightly from 15 to 18.  

Total 113 

Our youngest member is 27 and our oldest 92 years old.  We have 12 members under 

the age of 49 and 83 members over the age of 50. We now have 19 male members 

and 76 female members.  

These numbers are all the more remarkable, as from March 20 to the end of May 20 

all Timebanking activities were stopped other than to support the work of the  

WWSCC hub, and the plastic refill scheme which continued, following all 

government guidelines. 

As before, the hallmarks of empathy, kindness, and generosity are stamped through 

our community work due to the unique strengths and gifts that individual members 

have shared with others throughout the year. Our work is based on relationships, 

and our West Wight Timebank is strongly identified as a positive community 

resource.  

 4 members undertook and passed an online First Aid training, 

 2 safeguarding training, 

1 face to face sign language course, 

Several members were able to access an online basic sign language course through 

lockdown that Rachel posted on Youtube for us. 

In the Summer of 2021, a 2nd face to face sign language course is planned for 6 people 

outdoors. 
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TBUK are about to launch their new website and members of the public anywhere in 

the country can click to find their nearest Timebank. Our entry for this function 

reads: 

The West Wight Timebank on the Isle of Wight is an ‘inclusive community project’, 

that operates under a ‘not for profit’ company called Action 4 Support CIC. 

Our Timebank members, (currently aged between 27 and 92 years), have been 

sharing their wide-ranging skills and gifts with each other for over 5 years. We have 

a strong community presence in the West Wight, largely due to the schemes we run, 

to help us all build a stronger, more resilient community.  We have an allotment,  

growing produce for our ‘living box scheme’, and  for jams and pickles that go into  

our ‘well-being’ boxes, which are then delivered to members, their families and 

friends, carers, key workers and others who would like one in our community. Our 

members share weekly walks on our beautiful island and have open garden 

sessions, making up personalised ‘Family Drop and Swap bags’ with donated tinned 

and dried food, toys, books, games, books, jigsaws, clothing, and household goods. 

Following all current Government advice, the Timebank Coordinator then delivers a  

bag to the doorsteps of families who will find them particularly helpful at this 

difficult time. We also run a popular mobile, eco- friendly plastic refill scheme, and 

follow the principles of the circular economy. Our food redistribution scheme (that 

has been running for 3 years), has saved thousands of wrapped  bread loaves from 

going to waste, and in the summer 2021 we hope to reduce food waste further, by 

sharing innovative recipes for common foods, before cooking and eating together. 

If you are aged 18 years and over, and live in the West Wight we would love you 

join us. If you live outside of the West Wight, or on the mainland, we would love to 

share ideas with you about building a more respectful, kinder society that 

demonstrates that it really isn’t just about money.  Please call Sally, the West Wight 

Timebank founder and Coordinator, on 07872304294. 

As our normal ways of raising additional funds for the running of the Timebank 

have all had to be cancelled due to Covid 19 , we will have to rethink ways to meet 

the shortfall. I have already requested that  Wight Aid consider a small donation 

towards our travel costs, and Avril will be asking Freshwater and Yarmouth Parish 

and Town Council for a contribution  (we having received small but welcome 

amounts already from Calbourne, Totland and Shalfleet which went towards our 
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insurance and running costs). We also have home -made card and book for sale and 

members are planning some online fundraising activities. 

As the winter approaches, we hope to look again at using a village/church hall  in 

Freshwater or Totland, mainly to store our donated items for the box scheme, but 

also, (following all government guidelines re Covid) to be able to meet to make up 

all the different boxes and bags. 

 I look forward to being able to continue all our current Timebanking activities, 

building our relationships with each other and with our fellow community 

members, and to working together to ease the impact of Covid -19 on us all. 

Sally Gaeta Founder and Chair of the West Wight Timebank, October 2020 

Beautiful Cards for sale 

 These are the Christmas cards made by Jane.  They cost £1.20 each and the Timebank 

will receive 25p from this.  They would make beautiful gifts for the festive season. 

Please support the Timebank to raise some funds! 
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Profile Jane Perry, Artist 

I have created art ever since I can remember. It has been the one constant in my life 

providing me with comfort, solace, and therapy. 

 I went to art school as a mature student because I really wanted to become a Potter, 

totally unrealistic now I look back.  I had at the time been diagnosed with Crohns 

Disease which hugely impacted my health and work plans, so I had to change 

direction. 

 I have tried lots of different mediums, but each has had to be given up because of 

increasing physical limitations. When lockdown happened, like most people I sorted 

stuff out that had been lying around. I had a box of silk painting materials which 

hadn’t been opened for 9 years and I intended to throw it away. I don’t know what 

made me decide to try it again. I fitted a piece of silk to a frame, and sat in the 

garden not really expecting to create anything spectacular. I found that freedom 

liberating and, as I had no real design in mind, something magical happened.  

Silk painting is a very different medium from others I’ve tried, in that you only have 

to touch the paint to the silk and it does the work for you. You can get some control 

of how the design turns out, but mainly it is a marriage between control and chaos. 

I have been involved with Timebank for several years, even trying to set up a 

Timebank in Newport, and when I had the idea of turning the silk paintings into 

cards, it seemed a natural progression to create some for Timebank to firstly to put in 

their well -being boxes and then to raise funds for them.  
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Below are some more of the cards our member Jane has made, which can be purchased 

for £1.20 each along with the flower cards. 

  

 

We also have some lovely new designs from Margaret which you could purchase for a 

donation. 

 

A day in the life of a member of the steering group – Amy Duckworth 

One of the roles I help with is the monthly newsletters. Every month, members send me 

articles and photos to be included.  Sally writes some of the articles and I collate the 

information into the newsletter format.  I also take the minutes of the AGM.  I then 

earn time credits for doing these.  As I am a teacher on the mainland, I come back to 

the Island in the holidays and help out with the day-to-day activities.  One of the 

projects I have started with my science club at school is making eco-bricks. This was 

inspired by the Timebank’s project last year.  
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Plastic Refill Scheme 

 

Our first pop up refill outside Freshwater Library in 

October was a great success.  The next one will be on 

Tuesday 3rd November at 10am-12pm. Bring your 

empty plastic bottles but we can provide them if you 

forget…                                

 

 

 

 

 

Box scheme 

We have now delivered 21 boxes of spring bulbs to 

people in the West Wight as a gift, using donated 

bulbs.  We have also delivered 8 flower baskets 

which were kindly donated from Faith’s RJFP.   
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Here is a lovely photo of Avril, June, Lois and Paul preparing the first Family Drop and 

Swap bags at Lavender Cottage garden.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Allotment 

 

Here is Fern planting some donated strawberry 

plants from Gilly, ready for our growing boxes 

next spring/summer. 
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Requests 

 

Our Christmas recipe bag is for Christmas 

cookies. Do you have any unwanted 

Christmas cookie cutters to donate to give 

the spicy biscuits a seasonal shape? Any 

donations of Christmas shaped biscuit 

cutters very welcome. Avril. 

 

 

 

We would like any contributions of the following please: 

Tins of food  

Squash 

Children’s indoor toys (preferably new) 

Craft items 

Family jigsaws 

Children’s books 

Christmas items 

Sally can collect them, or you can drop them off at Lavender Cottage anytime. 

 

- Would anybody like to help Gilly to make some raised beds at her 

allotment (and earn 5 time credits)? 
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- If you would like to help, but prefer to do so at home, we would be delighted if 

you could grow seeds for us to replant next spring if you have a green house or 

cold frame, particularly herbs. Thank you to Pam for the plants this month. 

- We have a large bag of compost at Lavender Cottage-if you could help us 

prepare our soil at the allotment by collecting a bag and taking it to the allotment 

it would be fab. Just text Sally anytime to arrange. It really would help us as 

there is a lot to transport                        

     

                                           Fundraising  

 A collection of short stories called ‘Thumbnails’, by the red-haired Rapunzel can now be 

purchased for £4. All proceeds will be going towards the Timebank’s annual insurance 

costs, which will be a fantastic help.               

Attached to the newsletter email is the second instalment of The Way We Were by 

the red-haired Rapunzel.                           

Food Redistribution 

Sally is collecting a large amount of bread from Sainsbury’s local twice a week to 

redistribute to 3 local schools and nurseries.  

Weekly Timebank walks 

Every Thursday, you can join one of our walks for up to 6 people, just text, call or email 

Sally if you would like to come. They all start at 10.30 am. 

5th November - Guided Bird Walk (now full) 

12th November – Meet at Golden Hill Fort 

19th  November – Bouldnor Forest (maybe we will see some white-tailed eagles!) 

26th November – Newtown Creek. 

Margaret’s Reading Group:  

Our next book will be Agnes Grey by Anne Bronte: 
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When her family becomes impoverished after a disastrous financial speculation, Agnes 

Grey determines to find work as a governess in order to contribute to their meagre 

income and assert her independence.  But Agnes’ enthusiasm is swiftly extinguished as 

she struggles first with the unmanageable Bloomfield children and then with the painful 

disdain of the haughty Murray family; the only kindness she receives comes from Mr. 

Weston, the sober young curate.  Drawing on her own experience, Anne Bronte’s first 

novel offers a compelling personal perspective on the desperate position of unmarried, 

educated women for whom becoming a governess was the only respectable career open 

in Victorian society. 

If you would like to join the virtual reading group, please let Sally know. 

Quiz 

Please see this month’s quiz attached to the email.  Good luck! 

 

Please stay safe and well and we look forward to seeing you soon! 
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